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1. Claiming Adjudicative Space
A lawyer/activist in Kenya specializing in social rights litigation recently told me of an experience
representing a community facing a forced eviction from a squatter settlement.1

Members of the

community had asked for advice about launching a court action to challenge the planned eviction as a
violation of the right to housing. He had to tell them that given the state of the law and the orientation of
the court, the case was virtually hopeless. Still, the group insisted, they wanted to go to court to challenge
the eviction, so they proceeded with the legal challenge.
On the day the judge’s decision was to be handed down, all the members of the community showed
up at the court, filling it to overflowing. When the judge appeared and began to read the judgment, he
could scarcely be heard. En masse, the group began to sing and dance in celebratory fashion. They had
lost the case, as it turned out, but whatever the judge’s view of the legal merits of their claim, their
celebration affirmed the success of a more fundamental claim to occupy an adjudicative space in which
they were able to at least give voice to a challenge to a violation of human rights which they hoped would
someday be recognized by courts.
I was reminded, on hearing this story, of a Poor Peoples’ Conference held in Ottawa in October 1993
in conjunction with national meetings of the National Anti-Poverty Organization (NAPO) and the Charter
Committee on Poverty Issues (CCPI),2 at which claims to adjudicative space for social rights in Canada
were similarly affirmed as victories, though neither legal remedies nor policy changes had been obtained.
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Earlier, in May of the same year, NAPO and CCPI had become the first domestic non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) to be given standing to appear before a United Nations treaty-monitoring body to
make submissions with respect to a periodic review of a State Party’s implementation of an international
human rights treaty. NAPO and CCPI had written to the UN Committee on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (CESCR) asking if we could make oral submissions during its second periodic review of
Canada for compliance with the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR).3

We suggested in our letter that the established review procedures of dialogue with

governments could be significantly enhanced by the participation of affected constituencies. Sarah Walsh
(now Sharpe), then President of NAPO, wrote subsequently in the NAPO News of her elation when the
CESCR decided to grant standing to the groups to make oral submissions. “I knew,” she wrote, “that
what we were about to do would be a part of history but, more importantly, it was an opportunity for poor
people in Canada to have a voice—this time internationally.”4
The intervention of CCPI and NAPO before the CESCR in May 1993 was an important advance in
creating and using adjudicative space for social rights in Canada. A previously obscure UN review
procedure and the findings of the UN Committee, which had previously received very little attention in
Canada, became the subject of front-page headlines and heated debate in Parliament.5 The CESCR
released precedent-setting criticisms of emerging patterns of violations of social rights in Canada and of
the inadequate response of lower courts to allegations of violations of the right to an adequate standard of
living where poor people sought remedies under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.6 While
the views of the Committee were not legally enforceable, and had not, in fact, resulted in any significant
policy change by Canadian governments, poor people celebrated the intervention by NAPO and CCPI
before the CESCR at the 1993 conference as a substantial victory. The success lay in winning what
Matthew Craven has described as an “unofficial petition procedure” with respect to social rights at the
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international level.7 The result of new participatory rights was that human rights violations, for which it
had not previously been possible to even obtain a hearing, were made the subject of a formal review
process.

This access to an adjudicative forum was perceived in the anti-poverty community as

confirmation that fundamental human rights issues were at stake in emerging patterns of poverty and
homelessness, and that a human rights framework was critical to challenging structural changes that
threatened the dignity and security of disadvantaged groups in Canada.8
At the same conference in Ottawa in October 1993, anti-poverty activists applauded the
accomplishments of Jim Finlay, who had successfully claimed adjudicative space for social rights within
domestic law, though again, without a victory in terms of legal remedy or the policy change he sought. In
March 1993, Finlay had been handed a disappointing loss at the Supreme Court of Canada, after a
nineteen-year battle against a five per cent claw back of his social assistance payments, imposed in order
to recover a previous overpayment made in error.9 He had argued that by receiving federal transfer
payments for social assistance, the Province of Manitoba was obliged under the terms of the Canada
Assistance Plan [CAP]10 to provide assistance to cover basic requirements. Taking a five per cent
deduction from basic requirements, and still claiming to be in compliance with CAP, according to one of
Jim Finlay’s favourite expressions, “is just not common sensible.”
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When a majority of the Supreme

Court held that ninety-five per cent of the regular entitlement constituted “reasonable compliance” with
the requirements of CAP, Sean Fine, the justice reporter for The Globe and Mail, wrote in a front-page
article that the decision “sent a disquieting signal to anti-poverty activists, who have begun turning to the
judicial system for better treatment than they feel they've received from governments.”12 But at the Poor
Peoples’ Conference seven months later, Jim Finlay was celebrated by low-income advocates as a hero.
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A self-taught advocate who had been incarcerated in a cell in his youth as “treatment” for severe
epilepsy, Finlay had insisted on framing his challenge to the five per cent claw back as an issue of
rights.13 He had insisted on the place of social assistance recipients as rights-holders in what others
viewed as a mere arrangement between governments that, by definition, could not engage the rights of
individuals. In a 1986 Supreme Court of Canada decision, Finlay won recognition of what the Court
deemed “public interest standing” to bring before it the issue of alleged provincial non-compliance with
the adequacy requirements of CAP.14 Throughout the case, Finlay stood up against palpable resentment
on the government side of his use of the legal system to effect what government officials perceived as an
illegitimate intrusion on inter-governmental deal-making and decision-making.15
The federal government argued in the Finlay standing case that issues of compliance with intergovernmental agreements are best resolved between governments and that Finlay’s claim was nonjusticiable because it improperly imported a political issue into the judicial realm.16

The issue of

adequacy of assistance, it argued, is “not an issue appropriate for determination by a court, but was rather
one that should be left to government review and inter-governmental resolution.”17 Justice Le Dain,
writing for the Court, rejected these arguments, finding that “the particular issues of provincial noncompliance raised by the respondent's statement of claim are questions of law and as such clearly
justiciable”18 and that Finlay should be recognized as having standing to bring his action for a declaration
to challenge the legality of the federal cost-sharing payments.19 NAPO News welcomed the victory in the
standing decision with a cartoon showing a significantly aggrandized poor person towering over the
Parliament of Canada and the Legislature of Manitoba, and a front-page article entitled “Finlay Case
Increases Power of Poor.”20
Notwithstanding this ruling, six years later the Manitoba and provincial government interveners
again argued that the Finlay claim was an illegitimate intrusion into governmental decision-making. At
the Supreme Court of Canada hearing into whether the claw back violated CAP, they argued that CAP
only required provinces to “look at” basic requirements in setting the rate of assistance, not to comply
13
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with any judicially reviewable standard of adequacy.21 Significantly, even the majority of the Court,
finding against Finlay, rejected these arguments against provincial government accountability. While
Justice Sopinka, writing for the majority, found that the purpose of the adequacy requirements in CAP
was not to dictate the precise terms of provincial programs but rather “to promote legislation which
achieves substantial compliance with the objectives of CAP,”22 he still found that CAP required provincial
social assistance programs to provide social assistance “in an amount that is compatible, or consistent,
with an individual's basic requirements.”23 Allowing for some provincial flexibility, a five per cent
deduction was found to fall within a reasonable margin of discretion.24
Finlay’s successful claim to adjudicative space for the right to an adequate level of financial
assistance under CAP was, indeed, a legal victory worthy of celebration in the face of a technical loss on
the issue he originally set out to address. On the basis of a recognized individual interest in accountable
governance, and drawing on constitutional jurisprudence recognizing a “right of citizenry to constitutional
behaviour by parliament,”25 he had levered from an inter-governmental agreement and CAP what
amounted to a justiciable social right: the right to insist that governments comply with an obligation to
provide sufficient assistance to meet basic requirements of adequate food, clothing, housing, and other
necessities.
Significantly, at a time when a number of lower courts across the country were beginning to reject
similar social rights claims under the Charter on the grounds that adjudicating such claims would take
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courts beyond their competence and authority,26 the Supreme Court rejected arguments made in the
Finlay case against the justiciability of social rights. The Court expressed no doubts in its 1993 decision
about its competence or authority to review compliance with the adequacy requirement in CAP. Jim
Finlay thus established a critical precedent for the claiming of social rights and the role of the court in
adjudicating them. He provided a model to be applied in other contexts during the next decade, when
poor people in Canada would face unprecedented assaults on what they considered to be fundamental
rights, as well as continuing attempts by governments to deny them access to adjudicative space.
2) Social Rights, Discrimination, and the Right to Equal Citizenship
The claim to adjudicative space for poverty issues and social rights remains a central and contentious
issue in Canada. Prevailing patterns of prejudice and social exclusion reinforce the misunderstanding that
rights claims advanced by poor people are opportunistic bids to secure political outcomes through the
courts, rather than legitimate efforts to secure recognition of, and remedies for, what are in fact extremely
serious infringements of human dignity and fundamental rights.
For most other groups and individuals in society, it is taken for granted that when serious
infringements of human dignity occur, it is legitimate to look to the courts for redress. Poor peoples’ use
of adjudication, however, is often viewed as intrinsically suspect. The discrimination that poor people
suffer, often linked to the denial of access to an adequate standard of living, is viewed as the product of
individual moral failure or of legitimate political decision-making; in fact, it is frequently a manifestation
of entrenched hostility, prejudice, or deliberate indifference to the needs of those who are disadvantaged.
A double burden is thus imposed on poor people as rights claimants, under which they must first defend a
claim to occupy adjudicative space before their rights claims will be given a meaningful hearing.
Entrenched discriminatory attitudes towards poor people reinforce the notion that they ought not to be in
court in the first place, and that they inappropriately apply a human rights framework to issues of personal
or moral failure, complex social policy, “legitimate” democratic choice, or governmental largesse. These
widespread notions that deny access to adjudication of poverty issues are linked to what Ferrier J.
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described in a recent decision as “widespread prejudice against the poor and the homeless in the widely
applied characterization that the poor and homeless are … responsible for their own plight.” 27
Such prejudice has been apparent in judicial responses to the first generation of social rights claims
in Canada. When Louise Gosselin went to court to challenge grossly inadequate welfare rates provided in
Québec to employable recipients under the age of thirty who were not enrolled in workfare or training
programs, the trial judge found that her challenge was not a legitimate rights claim and ought not to be
adjudicated by a court. His view of what constitutes a valid rights claim was informed by his ideas that
poor people smoke at twice the average rate of Canadians and have a weak work ethic.28
A decade later, Chief Justice McLachlin, writing for the majority of the Supreme Court of Canada in
the same case,29 appeared to accept similar stereotypes when she found that the challenged regulation
simply “reflects the practical wisdom of the old Chinese proverb: ‘Give a man a fish and you feed him for
a day. Teach him how to fish and you feed him for a lifetime.’”30 No explanation was provided as to
why young people reliant on social assistance, unlike others in society, require the deprivation of basic
necessities as motivation to benefit from this ancient wisdom.

In addition, the Chief Justice’s

determination that “evidence of actual hardship is wanting”31 was puzzling, given the wealth of evidence
on the record of hunger, homelessness, and destitution among those affected by the impugned provision.
This conclusion suggested an inherent judicial prejudice that anyone with the means to take a case to the
Supreme Court ought to be able to manage to feed, clothe, and house themselves. It was reminiscent of
Sean Fine’s report in The Globe and Mail, after the release of the 1993 Finlay decision, of comments
from Sopinka J. at the time of the hearing:
In an interview yesterday, [Patrick Riley, Finlay’s lawyer] said, “I guess it's difficult for
them to understand how people on subsistence really live. I don't know how much
Supreme Court judges make, but I'm sure it's more than people on social assistance
make.” (The Chief Justice earns $199,900; the other eight earn $185,200.) In this regard,
Mr. Finlay—who now receives $506.16 a month and lives in a subsidized apartment—
may not have helped his case by sitting in the front row of the Supreme Court gallery
when his case was heard. He is considerably overweight, and Judge Sopinka, after
asking a reporter later whether that was indeed Mr. Finlay, noted privately that he did not
appear to be going without food.32
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Poor peoples’ recourse to courts for social rights claims is not based on naive optimism about courts
being free of these kinds of discriminatory attitudes toward poor people, but rather on an acute
understanding of how widespread and embedded are discriminatory attitudes toward the poor—within
legislatures, in the media, among the public, and in courts. Rights claims advanced by poor people, like
those of other equality seekers, are usually principled responses to injustice, entrenched discrimination,
and social exclusion. In this sense, social rights claims fall squarely within the scope and purpose of wellestablished human rights protections against discrimination. Poor people in Canada have adopted rightsbased responses in the face of unprecedented assaults on their dignity, including the erosion of social
benefits that are among the incidents of social citizenship and preconditions for the enjoyment of other
rights.
The report of the Canadian Human Rights Act Review Panel, chaired by former Supreme Court
justice Gérard La Forest, states that in cross country consultations on the adequacy and inclusiveness of
current protections from discrimination in Canada’s national human rights legislation, the panel “heard
more about poverty than about any other single issue.”33 The panel found “ample evidence of widespread
discrimination based on characteristics related to social conditions, such as poverty, low education,
homelessness and illiteracy.”34 The panel concluded: “it is essential to protect the most destitute in
Canadian society against discrimination.”35 The panel quoted from a confidential memorandum prepared
for the federal government in 1997 by Frank Greaves of Ekos Research on public responses to a proposed
initiative to address child poverty:
Welfare recipients are seen in unremittingly negative terms by the economically secure.
Vivid stereotypes (bingo, booze, etc.) reveal a range of images of SARs [social assistance
recipients] from indolent and feeble to instrumental abusers of the system. Few seem to
reconcile these hostile images of SARs as authors of their own misfortune with a parallel
consensus that endemic structural unemployment will be a fixed feature of the new
economy.36
What the Ekos focus group had uncovered, without naming it, was a disturbing pattern of
scapegoating the poor that had come to dominate the political landscape in Canada during the 1990s, a
process through which the most vulnerable in society were blamed for societal problems and targeted for
33
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public hostility and social exclusion.

It is absurd to suggest that the dramatic rise in structural

unemployment during the early 1990s was caused by a sharp increase in the incidence of moral failure on
the part of the poor, leading them to become lazy, lose their incentive to work, and resort in large numbers
to welfare dependency. Most people recognized that the increased unemployment and need for welfare
during the recession was caused by complex factors beyond the control of affected individuals.
Nevertheless, food banks that tracked the treatment of poverty issues in the media documented a dramatic
shift from sympathy towards intolerance following the 1992 recession, precisely at the time when one
would expect greater sympathy for the plight of the poor.37 In March 1993, Premier Ralph Klein of
Alberta noted: “There is a public mood that we have to get really tough on those who abuse the [welfare]
system.”38 Six months later, Premier Michael Harcourt of British Columbia told the media: “We want to
clean the cheats and deadbeats off the welfare rolls.”39 Premier Harcourt later expressed regret about
these comments, acknowledging that welfare fraud was no more prevalent than other types of fraud, but
explained that coverage of alleged welfare fraud in the media had become “relentless”: “Every day, a
camera in your face about this welfare case or that welfare case.”40 A year later, Prime Minister Jean
Chrétien spoke of welfare recipients and the unemployed in a speech to an affluent audience, stating: “it is
better to have them at 50 per cent productivity than to be sitting at home, drinking beer, at zero per cent
productivity.”41
Ontario was particularly hard hit by the recession, with the number of households relying on social
assistance virtually doubling. These structural changes were linked to a dramatic rise in discriminatory
scapegoating and a poisoned political environment for those forced to rely on social assistance. Preelection polling in 1994 to 1995 surprised even the election campaign team of Mike Harris at the depth of
resentment and hostility against welfare recipients. Harris’s 1995 election campaign centred on promises
of dramatic cuts to welfare rates and a “get tough” policy on “welfare cheats.”42 Once elected, the Harris
37
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government in Ontario unrelentingly stigmatized welfare recipients. When evidence of the widespread
harm that would result from welfare cuts imposed in October 1995 was presented to the Minister of
Community and Social Services in the legislature, the Minister responded that welfare recipients should
learn how to barter for a reduced price on items at grocery stores.43 When welfare recipients and health
experts protested the elimination of a $37 monthly pregnancy benefit for expectant mothers, citing
reliable evidence of the difficulty of maintaining a nutritious diet on welfare benefits,44 Premier Harris
responded that “what we're doing is making sure that those dollars don't go to beer.”45
In support of its campaign against welfare “cheats,” the Harris government disseminated
misinformation designed to exaggerate the extent of fraud in the welfare system. The Government of
Ontario released its annual Welfare Fraud Report and a “Welfare Fraud Cheat Sheet” in January 2002
under the headline “Thousands caught through Harris government's tough welfare fraud measures.” The
release stated that the “government's crackdown on welfare fraud continues to uncover thousands of
people who are not eligible to receive benefits in Ontario.”46 According to the news release, fraud
investigations “uncovered $58.2 million in social assistance that people were not entitled to receive,” and
led to assistance being reduced in over 17,700 cases, including thousands who were said to be in jail
while collecting welfare.47

The Minister of Community and Social Services stated “[p]eople who

knowingly cheat the system are not only hurting those who truly need assistance, but stealing from the
hard-working Ontario taxpayers who foot the bill.”48
It was grossly misleading to suggest that 17,700 cases in the Welfare Fraud Report, involving over
$58 million in overpayments, had anything at all to do with people “knowingly cheating the system,” and
43
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it is difficult to imagine that the Minister was unaware of his government’s misleading use of data.
Overpayments were predominantly due to administrative and clerical errors; and there were many cases—
conveniently omitted from the Welfare Fraud Report—in which administrative error had the opposite
effect, depriving recipients of benefits for which they were eligible. The 2002 Annual Report of the
Provincial Auditor of Ontario49 documented computer problems, staff overwork, and frequent
administrative mistakes and oversights which led to thousands of overpayments, with no suggestion of
welfare fraud as a significant problem. The government’s website was simply a transparent attempt to
perpetuate and inflame the prejudices and stereotypes that had been the basis for electoral success.
It is difficult to appreciate just how profound is the social exclusion that results from this kind of
government-endorsed promotion of discrimination and scapegoating. It transforms social assistance from
an entitlement of citizenship linked with the right to security and dignity, into a source of shame, guilt,
and insecurity. Through the widespread promotion of a welfare “snitch line,” the Harris Government
promoted demeaning intrusions into the lives of social assistance recipients. Landlords and neighbours
were encouraged to monitor the private lives of single mothers on assistance and to report how frequently
a lover may have stayed overnight.50 Neighbours could precipitate the withholding of desperately needed
benefits until their report had been investigated, rendering recipients unable to pay rent or to provide for
other basic requirements until they could prove themselves innocent of spurious accusations. Basic
survival strategies of low-income households—such as borrowing money from a friend to meet a rent
payment, eating regularly at the home of friends or family, or relying on a sister to feed one's children
48
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several times a month—could be the basis for allegations of undeclared income and fraud.51 Events that
others in society would experience as positive might have the opposite meaning for social assistance
recipients, causing suspicion and accusations of cheating. The early stages of a romantic relationship
might provoke a call to the “snitch line” and the termination of benefits. Wearing a nice coat, which was
a lucky find at the Goodwill Store, might provoke an investigation for undeclared income. A special gift
from a friend could result in an unwelcome imposition of declarable income, which could deprive the
recipient of desperately needed basic needs allowance.
Perhaps the most invidious attack on the dignity and rights of welfare recipients was the imposition
by the Harris government of a lifetime ban on the receipt of welfare for anyone convicted of welfare
fraud, a policy that was stubbornly maintained by the Harris government even after a coroner’s inquest
urged its repeal.52 Kimberly Rogers, eight months pregnant, died while living under house arrest for
welfare fraud, before her constitutional challenge to an earlier three-month ban on receipt of assistance
could be heard. In Ontario, the lifetime ban from welfare upon conviction for welfare fraud was added to
a pattern of prosecution and sentencing that already treated welfare recipients dramatically more harshly
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than more affluent offenders.53 The welfare ban subjected recipients to a punishment that violates
universally accepted human rights norms in regard to permitted forms of criminal sanction: the deliberate
denial of basic necessities to offenders and their families.54
After Kimberly Rogers’s tragic death, her constitutional challenge was taken up by other recipients
subject to the ban.55 Wright J. of the Ontario Superior Court summed up the Dickensian plight of Eugene
Johnson, an Aboriginal man who pled guilty to fraud after inadvertently receiving an overpayment
because he had not reported that his children had been temporarily placed in foster care:
The unfortunate fact is that when he was sentenced on the fraud charge the applicant was
granted a suspended sentence, conditional upon him repaying $175 a month [when his]
rent alone was $400. From a realistic point of view it appears that we are back in the
conditions of England of the 1840’s. In the short term it appears that the jail will once
again provide that service which Scrooge contemplated when he asked those soliciting
funds for the poor “What are there no jails?”56
As Johnson would receive food and clothing in prison, his application for injunctive relief was denied.
The attack on entitlements of citizenship of the poor in recent years has also been evident in the
growing acceptance of the idea that poor people do not have the right to procreate, that having children in
poverty is an act of moral failure and social irresponsibility, and that poor people are inferior parents. In
the early 1990s, a successful complaint was filed in Nova Scotia against a police officer who, at a
53
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community forum on drug abuse, stated that parents on welfare are “dipping into a limited gene pool” and
ought to be on birth control.57 While such offensive statements about genetic inferiority may thankfully
be rare, the idea that poor people ought not to have children and that the children of parents living in
poverty will become social problems was widely disseminated both in the mainstream media and even in
progressive social policy circles in the later 1990s. The Canadian Human Rights Act Review Panel cites
several examples from Toronto newspapers, such as a 1999 article in the Toronto Sun characterizing
single mothers as “impossibly selfish” for entering parenthood “single, as a lark,” not bothering to learn to
feed their children nutritious breakfasts.58 An editorial in The Globe and Mail stated that “children in
poor families have the parental deck stacked against them” and that “[A] supply-side approach to poverty
would invest mightily in the ... parenting skills of poor parents.”59 The Ontario government retained
Angus Reid to conduct a poll in 1999 to test public reaction to the idea of forcing parents on social
assistance to attend a parenting course. Sixty-seven per cent of respondents agreed with the idea.60
It is perhaps reasonable to assume that single mothers on social assistance, given the many
challenges they face, might not measure up to every middle class standard of good parenting. Yet a
special tabulation done by Statistics Canada’s National Longitudinal Study on Children and Youth on the
reading habits of parents belies even this assumption. An astonishing 94.4 per cent of single mothers in
receipt of social assistance reported in the study that their children were read to once a week or more,
slightly higher than the average for all two-parent households.61 Given the lower education and literacy
levels of social assistance recipients, these data suggest incredible determination on the part of single
mothers relying on social assistance to be good parents in the face of immense hardship.
Attitudes toward poor parents became so negative during the 1990s that even progressive politicians
and social policy experts would speak only about “child poverty” rather than poverty more generally.
Strategies to address “child poverty” came to be identified with strategies to address perceived parental
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inadequacies and other “risk factors” assumed to be linked to poverty.62

The sole initiative to address

increasing levels of poverty in Canada during the 1990s was a “child poverty” initiative designed to
exclude parents relying on social assistance from any benefit. Heralded as a triumph of the new Canadian
Social Union and “co-operative federalism,” the National Child Benefit (NCB) Agreement was described
as “the biggest social policy initiative since medicare was created.”63 Yet the agreement, reached in
closed door inter-governmental meetings without public hearings, stipulated that provinces would claw
the benefit back from welfare recipients and apply the monetary benefits of the claw back to programs for
low-income families.64 The result was that over half a million families—an estimated sixty-four per cent
of families living in poverty across Canada, and many of the most destitute—would enjoy no benefit at all
from the heralded initiative to address child poverty. Eighty-four per cent of single mothers would be
denied the benefit.65 The NCB Agreement has been applauded by governments and social policy experts
because it will “ take children off welfare.”66 In reality, increasingly inadequate financial assistance for
families relying on social assistance comes from two sources rather than one, with the child benefit
coming from the federal government as a tax credit and the remainder coming from social assistance
provided by the province. Yet the family as a whole continues to descend into more severe poverty. As
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Gerard Boychuk has observed: “In rhetorically de-coupling children’s and parents’ well-being, the NCB
is deliberately designed to make social assistance an “adults only” program—a separation that may be
difficult to reverse once it takes root.”67 The exclusive focus on “child poverty” continues to erase from
public discourse the realities of parents, primarily women, living in poverty, and to ignore the injustices
and systemic patterns of discrimination that cause their poverty.
Resistance to ceding adjudicative space for poverty issues must therefore be understood as
conforming to and exacerbating the broader patterns of systemic discrimination and prejudice to which
poor people have been subjected in recent years.
3. Not ‘Just Words’68: Social Rights and Interpretive Exclusions
Entrenched discrimination against poor people in Canada has been reflected in attacks on social
programs and benefits on which they depend and, at the same time, on social rights and the means to
claim them. Twenty-five billion dollar expenditure cuts over three years, introduced in 1995 by Paul
Martin as Minister of Finance as “the largest set of actions in any Canadian budget since demobilization
after the Second World War,”69 were accompanied by the repeal of CAP and the adequacy requirements
that were the basis of Finlay’s ground-breaking social rights claim.70 In the face of criticism from the
CESCR, Canada argued that CAP and the Canada Health and Social Transfer that replaced it “were fiscal
transfer mechanisms … not legislative vehicles to ensure rights or entitlements.”71

Faced with

unprecedented cuts to social assistance and increased levels and severity of poverty and homelessness,
poor people in Canada have been deprived of any basis in inter-governmental agreements from which to
legally challenge the denial of adequate assistance for basic requirements.
At the international level, Canada has launched similar attacks on adjudicative space for social
rights.

Criticism from UN bodies for retrogressive measures have prompted what Craig Scott has

described as “a mix of disingenuous complacency, inconsistency and hypocrisy” from the Canadian
government.72
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involvement in the treaty monitoring process.73 In concert with the United States, Canada has mobilized
opposition to the development of a formal complaints procedure under the ICESCR, arguing that
economic, social, and cultural rights are vague and uncertain and that “progressive realization is not a
concept which easily lends itself to adjudication.”74
With the loss of CAP in the mid-1990s and failures of the federal or provincial/territorial
governments to implement new domestic statutory protections of social rights in human rights legislation
or in inter-governmental agreements,75 the claim to adjudicative space for poverty issues and social rights
has focused increasingly on the Charter. In Baker, L’Heureux-Dubé J. affirmed for the majority of the
Court that international law is “a critical influence on the interpretation of the scope of the rights included in
the Charter.”76

The extent to which the Charter will provide access to adjudicative space for poverty

issues and social rights in the face of opposition from governments to ceding such space thus rests on
critical questions of interpretation of broadly framed Charter rights, particularly the right to equality in
section 15 and the right to life, liberty, and security of the person in section 7.77
While it is intuitively obvious to those living in poverty that governmental assaults on social
assistance and other programs violate the right to security of the person and the right to equality by
denying the most basic needs of vulnerable individuals and families, early jurisprudence from lower
courts on this issue institutionalized a systemic exclusion of poverty issues from the scope of Charter
protections. The challenge to Ontario’s 21.7 per cent cut to welfare rates, considered in Masse v. Ontario
(Ministry of Community and Social Services)78 typified the prevailing approach of the lower courts.
Despite uncontroverted evidence that approximately 120,000 families, including 67,000 single mothers,
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would be forced from their homes,79 and the acknowledgement by Corbett J. that in cities like Toronto
“many may become homeless”80 as a result of the cuts, the argument that the cuts violated the right to
security of the person was rejected by all three judges on the basis of a categorical exclusion of poverty
issues from the scope of rights protections. O’Brien J. agreed with the Attorney General for Ontario that
“while poverty is a deeply troubling social problem it is not unconstitutional.”81 O’Driscoll J. concluded:
“As Oliver Wendell Holmes would have pointed out, these are the issues upon which elections are won
and lost; the judge needs a clear mandate to enter that arena, and s. 7 does not provide that clear
mandate.”82 The prevailing lower court jurisprudence raised concerns among anti-poverty activists that
any kind of social rights claim challenging poverty as a violation of human rights was likely to lose. Yet
the interpretive exclusion of poverty issues from the right to security of the person was of more than
instrumental significance for the winning of particular cases. The same debate had come up in every
poverty-related challenge. Should we risk making the obvious argument that hunger and homelessness
violate the right to security of the person and the substantive right to equality, challenging poverty itself
as a human rights violation, or should we focus the challenge on something more peripheral that fell more
comfortably within prevailing Canadian legal thinking on rights? The risk of opting for arguments
perceived to be winnable in each case was that the essence of the violation of human rights and the central
assault on equal citizenship which poor people wished to challenge—the denial of basic necessities of
dignity and security—would be accepted as being outside the scope of constitutional rights. Poverty
issues would never, in themselves, count as human rights issues; and poor people, to quote McLachlin J.
(as she then was), would largely remain “constitutional castaways.”83
Exclusions from constitutional meanings and from the scope of constitutional rights are of more than
technical or instrumental importance to low-income claimants seeking to challenge violations of social
rights. Such exclusions deny those living in poverty equal status as rights-holders and are intricately
linked to the assaults on social programs and entitlements that are frequently the subject of legal
challenges. The discriminatory denial of an economic benefit in the NCB Agreement, for example, was
itself the product of emerging patterns in socially-constructed meaning and of a prevailing rhetoric which
excluded parents, particularly single mothers, from the discourse of poverty. It was also not at all clear
79
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that a strategy of avoiding what might be rejected by courts as substantive social and economic rights
claims in order to situate poverty issues more comfortably in prevailing rights paradigms had really
proven helpful. In the Masse case, for example, the applicants had strategically disavowed the argument,
central to a social rights framework and to international human rights law, that governments have positive
legal obligations to put in place and to maintain adequate programs to ensure an adequate standard of
living. They argued instead that government action to reduce rates below what is required for security of
the person violates section 7. O’Driscoll J. jumped on the obvious paradox, however, noting that if the
legislature could repeal the social assistance statutes, it could certainly reduce rates.84
The applicants in Masse were denied leave to appeal to the Ontario Court of Appeal and to the
Supreme Court of Canada.85 It was the case of Louise Gosselin, one of the earliest social rights claims
addressing poverty under the Charter, which would provide the first occasion for the Supreme Court of
Canada to consider to what extent there is any adjudicative space for social rights and poverty issues
within sections 7 and 15 of the Charter.86 Although Gosselin’s claim challenged differential treatment
between two groups of social assistance recipients on the basis of age, it also relied in part on the right to
sufficient financial assistance contained in the Quebec Charter of human rights and freedoms87 under the
category of “social and economic rights.” This was a rare case in which a social rights claim to positive
measures to address poverty and financial need was explicit.
Unfortunately, despite attempts by the interveners, particularly the National Association of Women
and the Law and the CCPI, to promote a substantive approach to section 15, the Gosselin court did not
directly consider whether the social right to adequate financial assistance for those in need is a component
of the substantive equality guarantee. The more controversial social rights claim to positive measures to
ensure the right to an adequate standard of living therefore rested on the interpretation and scope of the
right to security of the person in section 7.

The dissenting judgment of Arbour J., supported by

L’Heureux Dubé J. in a separate judgment, certainly provides a strongly-reasoned argument to include
social rights in the scope of section 7, but these two judges have now unfortunately departed from the
Court. More significant for the long term is the fact that in addition to the two dissenting judgments on
section 7, six of the remaining seven justices found that the right to security of the person might be found
to impose positive obligations on governments to provide adequate assistance in a future case, although
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they found insufficient evidence for a section 7 violation in this case. Bastarache J. alone found that the
protection of section 7 is not available where there is no engagement with the judicial system or its
administration, although in that context, positive obligations may well be affirmed.88
Like the Finlay decision, the Gosselin decision was a disappointing loss by a slim majority. As
noted above, the unquestioning acceptance by the Chief Justice of many of the invidious stereotypes that
poor people hope to challenge in courts suggests a long road ahead for poor people seeking inclusion in
Charter interpretation. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize and celebrate what was won as well in
the first social rights claim to an adequate standard of living under the Charter to be heard by the
Supreme Court of Canada. The substantive social rights claim (which, it had been widely predicted,
would be soundly rejected by the Court) actually received a hearing and has been decisively left open for
future hearings. The feared loss of meaningful adjudicative space for social rights claims, which was a
significant risk in the case, did not materialize. Conspicuously absent from the majority decision was any
endorsement of the kinds of arguments typically accepted in lower court decisions suggesting that the
adjudication of poverty issues and social rights claims is beyond the proper role or competence of courts.
The arguments of Quebec and interveners such as Ontario for the categorical rejection of social rights
87
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claims and the interpretive exclusion of poor people as rights-holders, such as occurred in Masse and
other lower court decisions of its ilk, was simply not accepted by any members of the Court in Gosselin.
Furthermore, Bastarache J.’s dissent on s. 15 provides a basis for developing substantive equality
arguments in future social rights cases, whereby a violation of section 15 could be established on the basis
of governments’ simple failure or refusal to provide adequate assistance to disadvantaged groups in need,
rather than on the basis of differential treatment of categories of recipients. Bastarache J. accepts that the
unique vulnerability of social assistance recipients in comparison to others in society must be a relevant
factor in assessing whether the denial of adequate assistance assaults dignity, but finds that an inquiry into
differential treatment on the ground of receipt of social assistance is not necessary in Gosselin because the
program already imposes differential treatment on the basis of age.89 A finding of positive obligations
emanating from the unique vulnerability and disadvantage of those in need of assistance would not have
to rely, however, on a finding of differential treatment within the program. It could rely on a finding of
differential treatment between those who are in need of assistance and those who are not in need of
assistance.

This is precisely the kind of comparison that the Court described in Vriend90 as the

“substantive equality” comparison between those in need of human rights protection and those not in need
of it. The minority decision on section 15 in Gosselin, and the endorsement by the majority of an opening
for substantive social rights claims under section 7, thus represent important victories for poor people in
the face of concerted attempts by governments to promote an interpretive exclusion of poverty issues
from the Charter. Bonnie Morton of CCPI told Kirk Makim of the Glove and Mail that the decision will
encourage low-income people who view the Charter as beyond their reach: “The Charter belongs to all of
us.”91 This, we hope, will be the long-term legacy of the Gosselin decision.
5) Conclusion
Poor people, like other rights claiming constituencies, turn to the justice system not as an alternative
strategy for pursuing political change, but more simply as a forum for the interpretation and adjudication
of rights. Thus, the “strategy” of rights-claiming by poor people should be regarded as considerably less
contentious than is often suggested. Although poverty and hunger are social and economic policy issues
which legislatures, economists, and social policy experts ought to engage, and which courts alone cannot
remedy, they are also impossible to disengage from the effects of legislative choices. Where such
89
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legislative choice engages protected interests such as security of the person and equality, those affected by
these choices look for effective means to hold governments accountable.
The 1998 Nobel Laureate in economics, Amartya Sen, has studied in depth the puzzling
phenomenon of hunger and famine at times of high food production in a number of different contexts.
Sen points out that the critical failures that often lead to famine amidst plenty are failures of “entitlement
systems,” or failures of rights rather than failures of market forces or economic policy. These failures
arise in large part, he argues, from a devaluing of the rights claimed by the most vulnerable in society in
comparison to the rights claimed by the more privileged.92 How to balance and interpret different rights,
and what status to accord the right to adequate food and housing in relation to other rights, are matters in
which courts and tribunals regularly engage. It is only natural that poor people turn to courts, tribunals,
and other adjudicative venues for redress against these prevailing imbalances of rights that deny them
equal citizenship. Denying adjudicative space to social rights claims in these circumstances can only
perpetuate the undervaluing of poor peoples’ rights and increase the alarming patterns of what Sen calls
rights or entitlement system failures within Canadian society.
Celebrations by poor people of victories in accessing adjudicative space even in the face of legal
losses do not indicate nonchalance about legal outcomes, but rather an awareness of the critical
importance of achieving equal status as rights-holding citizens and access to adjudicative space through
which long-term outcomes may be achieved. For poor people, getting into the courts is the very first
threshold to cross in order to be recognized as rights-holders, rather than “constitutional castaways.”93
Viewed in this broader framework, securing the right to a hearing of a social rights claim may represent a
significant legal victory whatever its outcome in terms of instrumental policy change. In the face of
concerted opposition from governments and others to the notion that poverty issues should be addressed
at all, a fair assessment of the outcome of the first generation of social rights claims in Canada must
recognize the significant achievement that occupying adjudicative space for social rights represents for
those whose fundamental human rights are violated by poverty.
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